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Abstract—An investigation of the distribution of the 
electric field within a normally-off p-channel heterostructure 
field-effect transistor in GaN, explains why a high 】撃痛朕】 
requires a reduction of the thickness of oxide and the GaN 
channel layer. The trade-off between on-current 】荊潮朝】  and 】撃痛朕】 , responsible for the poor 】荊潮朝】  in E-mode devices is 
overcome with an additional cap AlGaN layer that modulates 
the electric field in itself and the oxide. A record 】荊潮朝】 of のど 伐はど 兼畦【兼兼 is achieved with a 】撃痛朕】 greater than 】伐に】 撃 in the 
designed E-mode p-channel MOSHFET, which is more than 
double that in a conventional device. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The polarization in hexagonal GaN gives rise to a high 

density (伴 など怠戴潔兼貸態 ) electron gas (2DEG) at the interface 
between AlGaN and GaN. This high mobility, naturally 
occurring, conducting channel lends itself more easily to high 
performance depletion mode (D-mode) devices that find 
applications in high frequency and power.  High performance 
p-channel heterostructure field-effect transistors (p-HFETs) in 
GaN, utilizing the two dimensional hole gas (2DHG) as carrier, 
are also highly desirable to enable complementary logic [1], [2] 
and allow integrated power convertor systems on a chip [3]. 
Despite the poor mobility of holes in GaN, ｂなは 潔兼態【撃 糾 嫌 at 
room temperature [4], the high density of 2DHG (ｂなど怠戴潔兼貸態 
[5]) has resulted in an on-current of ｂなのど 兼畦【兼兼 [1] in a 
normally-on D-mode p-HFET, however, the on/off current ratio 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁  was only 1. 

In contrast, normally-off or enhancement mode (E-mode) p-
HFETs with low off-current 】荊潮庁庁】 are desirable to reduce the 
static power consumption, simplify the circuit complexity, and 
enable fail-safe operation [6]. However, the on-current, 】荊潮朝】, 
for enhancement-mode (E-mode) p-channel HFETs reported to 
date remains low at ど┻な 伐 ひ 兼畦【兼兼 [1], [2] [7], [8] with a 
maximum 】撃痛朕】 of |伐な┻ぬ】 撃 [8], as shown in Fig. 1.  One of the 
widely understood reasons for this behavior is that conditions 
for increased polarization charge, required to increase 】荊潮朝】, 
leads to difficulty in depleting the charge in E-mode, to give 
low 】荊潮庁庁】, hence leading to poor 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁  and a low 】撃痛朕】.  

In this paper, we first demonstrate that in GaN, achieving a 
low negative threshold voltage, i.e. high 】撃痛朕】  requires a 
reduction of the thickness of oxide and GaN channel layers 
(contrary to well-known behavior of MOSFETs in silicon), 
which can lead to a significant gate leakage and degradation in 
the reliability. For the first time, we present the analysis of an 
alternative heterostructure for E-mode p-channel MOSHFETs 
in GaN [9] and demonstrate the possibility to “break” the trade-
off between 】荊潮朝】, 】撃痛朕】, and 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁  in E-mode p-channel 

MOSHFETs, that exists even in this modified structure.  An 
analytic model for the 撃痛朕 in terms of thickness of oxide and 
channel layers ( 建墜掴 ┃ 建頂朕 ), and polarization charge 購牒  that 
gives a rule of thumb prediction of the 撃痛朕 is presented. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 
Fig. 2 (a) shows the schematic diagrams of the p-channel 

MOSHFET with a conventional heterostructure (HS1) and the 
modified structure (HS2). The hole transport is modelled using 
the Albrecht mobility model [10] at low field and a nitride 
specific field dependent mobility at high field [11], as 
implemented in Silvaco TCAD [12]. The maximum hole 
mobility at room temperature was limited to なは 潔兼態【撃 糾 嫌 [4]. 
With the charge and trap densities of に┻ぱ 抜 など怠態潔兼貸態 and に 抜など怠態潔兼貸態, respectively at the oxide/GaN channel interface for 
HS1, our model shows a close match with the experimental 
results reported in  [13] in Fig. 2 (b). The same charge and traps 
are included in the analysis of the alternate heterostructure HS2.  

The threshold voltage equations are derived for both 
heterostructures HS1 and HS2, , using an approach similar to 
that adopted in [14]: 伐 も怠┸椎結 伐 撃弔 髪 建墜掴竺墜掴 髪 建頂朕竺頂朕 髪 つ継潮蝶結 噺 つ椎結 半 ど 

(1) 建長竺長 噺 継弔 髪 つ津 髪 つ丹結 半 継弔結  
(2) 購墜掴 噺 香頂朕竺頂朕 伐 香墜掴竺墜掴 (3) 購牒 噺 香頂朕竺頂朕 髪 香長竺長 (4) 

By eliminating the 竺墜掴┸ 竺頂朕┸ ┃ 竺長 from above equations: 撃弔 判 撃痛朕 簡 購牒系墜頂 伐 購墜掴系墜掴 伐 系長系墜頂 継弔結 伐 溝怠┸椎結 髪 弘継潮蝶結  (5) 

Where: 系墜掴 噺 敵任猫痛任猫, 系頂朕 噺 敵迩廿痛迩廿 and 
怠寵任迩 噺 怠寵任猫 髪 怠寵迩廿. 

A similar analysis can be applied to derive the threshold voltage 
expression for HS2 in Fig. 2 (a), here we only present the result: 撃痛朕 簡 購牒系墜頂頂 伐 購墜掴系墜掴 伐 購頂銚椎系墜頂椎 伐 系長系墜頂頂 継弔結 伐 溝怠┸椎結 髪 弘継潮蝶結  (6) 

Where  
怠寵任迩妊 噺 怠寵任猫 髪 怠寵迩尼妊,  and 

怠寵任迩迩 噺 怠寵任迩妊 髪 怠寵迩廿, while 系頂銚椎 噺 敵迩尼妊痛迩尼妊. 

Where も怠┸椎 is the valence band barrier at gate/oxide interface, つE潮蝶  is the net valence band offset from oxide to GaN 
channel, 香沈┸ 建沈  ┃ 竺沈 are the permittivity, thickness and electric 
field for a layer indexed as i, つ津 ┃ つ椎 are heights of electron 
and hole quantum wells, and 継弔  is the band gap of GaN. 

III. ANALYSIS OF THE CONVENTIONAL 
HETEROSTRUCTURE P-CHANNEL MOSHFET (HS1)  

A common approach to improve 】荊潮朝】 in the conventional 
heterostructure (HS1) in Fig. 2 (a) is to increase the Al mole 
fraction within the barrier layer  捲長. Fig. 3 (a) compares the 
transfer characteristics of the device at different 捲長 . An 
increase in 捲長, results in an increase in polarization charge at 
both the top and bottom AlGaN interfaces, allowing a higher 
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band bending across the AlGaN barrier, as shown in Fig. 3 (b). 
As a result, the energy of the valence band at the top 
GaN/AlGaN interface rises, thus facilitating the formation of 
the hole quantum well, which results in low 】撃痛朕】 and high off-
current 】荊潮庁庁】 . A fourfold increase in 】荊潮朝】  is observed at 
higher 捲長, owing to a higher density of the 2DHG, shown in 
Fig. 3 (c). 

An increase in 】撃痛朕】 can be achieved by recessing the GaN 
layer [8]. In Fig. 4, we examine the dependence of 】撃痛朕】 upon 建墜掴 and 建頂朕. A decrease in 建墜掴 leads to an improvement in both 
the 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁  and 】撃痛朕】, as shown Fig. 4 (a). This is because a 
smaller 建墜掴  lowers the valence band energy relative to the 
Fermi level at the GaN channel/AlGaN barrier interface, as 
shown in Fig. 4 (b). Therefore, a higher 】撃弔聴】 is now required 
to increase the valence band energy level for the formation of 
the 2DHG at this interface. Since the electric field in both oxide 
and channel layers is pointed along the same direction, as 
marked by arrows in Fig. 4 (b),  a reduction in 建頂朕  also 
produces an increase in 】撃痛朕】, identical to 建墜掴, as shown in Fig. 
4 (c). Fig. 4 (c) also indicates that both 建頂朕 and 建墜掴 are required 
to be smaller than 5 nm to achieve a 】撃痛朕】  of more than 】伐な┻の】 撃 at an Al composition of 18%, for example. 

The threshold voltage predicted from Eq. (5) agrees with 
the simulated 撃痛朕  as shown in Fig. 5 (a) at lower Al mole 
fraction. The deviation between the two at higher 捲長  results 
from a change in the ionized trap density which has been 
ignored in Eq. (5) for simplicity. A plot of 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁  against 撃痛朕 , as 捲長 is varied (Fig. 5 (b)), shows a reduction from over 
6 orders of magnitude to less than 1, with a reduction in 】撃痛朕】, 
indicating the trade-off that exists as the device moves from E-
mode to D-mode as explained earlier. Furthermore, the 】荊潮朝】 
also reduces to less than half as the device turns from D-mode 
to E-mode irrespective of 建墜掴 (Fig. 5 (c)), demonstrating the 
severity of the trade-off between 】荊潮朝】 and 】撃痛朕】 which places 
a limit upon the conventional heterostructure in achieving E-
mode behavior with large 】荊潮朝】  and high 】撃痛朕】  in p-channel 
GaN MOSHFETs.  

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE NOVEL HETEROSTRUCTURE P-
CHANNEL MOSHFET (HS2)  

The above limitations are addressed here with the alternate 
heterostructure (HS2), introduced earlier, which employs an 
additional AlGaN cap layer, sandwiched between the insulator 
and the GaN channel layer. The AlGaN cap introduces a 
positive polarization charge (購頂銚椎) between cap/channel layer 
to modulate the electric field within the oxide and the AlGaN 
cap, as displayed in the corresponding band diagrams in Fig. 
6. If 購頂銚椎  exceeds a certain value (購頂追沈痛 ), the electric field 
within the oxide and AlGaN cap layers reverses its direction, 
which, unlike in HS1, causes the 】撃痛朕】 to rise with an increase 
in 建墜掴, as shown Fig. 7. 

An increase in 捲頂銚椎 also lowers the valence band energy in 
the GaN channel (Fig. 6), leading to an increase in 】撃痛朕】 , 
irrespective of the 建墜掴, as shown in Fig. 8 (a). The intersection 
point of all the curves at different 建墜掴 represents the critical Al 
mole fraction in the cap 捲頂追沈痛  when the electric field within the 
oxide and cap layers becomes zero, causing 】撃痛朕】 to become 

independent of 建墜掴. The expression for 購頂追沈痛  in Fig. 8 (a) also 
confirms its independence of 建墜掴, which is obtained from the 
application of Gauss’ law at the AlGaN cap/GaN channel and 
GaN channel/AlGaN barrier interfaces. An increase in 捲頂銚椎 , 
however, also suppresses the 】荊潮朝】  (Fig. 8 (b)), due to an 
overall reduction in negative polarization charge beneath the 
gate, leading to a reduction in 2DHG density under the gate. 
An increase in 購頂銚椎 at higher 捲頂銚椎 can effectively deplete the 
2DHG under the gate leading to an improvement in the 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁 , by 14 orders of magnitude, as shown in Fig. 8 (c). 

The simulation results for 撃痛朕 are in close agreement with 
those predicted by Eq. (6), as shown in Fig. 9 (a). If 捲長 varies 
for different values of 捲頂銚椎, in Fig. 9 (b), as indicated by the 
green arrows, both 】荊潮朝】 and 】撃痛朕】 can be made to increase 
simultaneously, thus overcoming the trade-off present with 
HS1 (Fig. 5 (c)) and even HS2 (Figs. 8 (a), (b)). Fig. 9 (c) 
shows one such example where 捲頂銚椎  varies with 捲長  as な┻ぱ捲長 伐 ど┻にの. In contrast to Fig. 5 (c), 】荊潮朝】 increases with 】撃痛朕】 , reaching a maximum of 】伐はど】 兼畦【兼兼  at 】撃痛朕】  of 】伐に┻ね】 撃, at an oxide thickness of 6 nm used in these settings. 

In Fig. 10, the transfer characteristics obtained from the p-
channel MOSHFETs with HS1 and HS2 are compared for 
different 撃痛朕. In all the cases, the turn-on for HS1 occurs at 
smaller 撃弔聴 than for HS2 with a steeper slope. This is because 
without the additional AlGaN cap layer in HS1, the gate can 
effectively modulate the hole gas density within the GaN 
channel across the oxide layer. For HS1, due to the trade-off 
between 】荊潮朝】  and 】撃痛朕】 , the 】荊潮朝】  declines sharply at large 】撃痛朕】, dropping to 20 mA/mm at a 撃痛朕 of 伐に┻ぬ 撃. Moreover, 
since small 捲長  is used in HS1 to achieve a large 】撃痛朕】, 】荊潮朝】 
shows a saturation at higher 撃弔聴 due to the limited density of 
the 2DHG arising from a small polarization charge. Whereas 】荊潮朝】 of ｂのど 兼畦【兼兼 is achieved at 撃痛朕 of 】伐に┻ぬ】 撃 for HS2 
which is more than double compared with HS1, demonstrating 
its superior performance over conventional heterostructure at 
higher 】撃痛朕】. 

V. CONCLUSION 
We have demonstrated that in p-channel GaN MOSHFETs 

based upon the conventional heterostructure, a high 】撃痛朕】 comes at the cost of thinner oxide and channel and small 
Al mole fraction. Moreover, the on-current of the device drops 
to less than 50% as the device turns from D-mode to E-mode, 
creating a trade-off between on-current level and threshold 
voltage. These challenges are overcome with an alternate 
heterostructure based p-channel MOSHFET that employs an 
AlGaN cap layer. It is demonstrated that by suitably adjusting 
the Al mole fraction in cap AlGaN layer, not only can the 
dependence of 撃痛朕 upon oxide thickness be reversed but also 
the trade-off observed in conventional heterostructure can be 
minimized, which should no doubt lead to higher performance 
than any E-mode p-channel GaN HFETs reported to date. 



 

 

Fig. 1. The transfer characteristics of the state-
of-the-art normally-off p-channel HFETs 
reported to date. 

Fig. 2. (a) p-channel GaN MOSHFETs on conventional heterostructure (HS1) and 
alternate heterostructure (HS2), (b) Verification of our simulation model for HS1 with 
experiment using Silvaco TCAD [12]. 

 
Fig. 3. (a) Comparison of simulated transfer characteristics of HS1 at different Al mole fraction in the barrier layer 捲長, (b) Change in the 
energy band diagram in HS1 beneath the gate with 捲長, (c) on-current 】荊潮朝】 and the density of 2DHG vs. 捲長 at different oxide (Al2O3) 
thicknesses 建墜掴 for HS1. 

 
Fig. 4. (a) Comparison of simulated transfer characteristics of HS1 and (b) energy band diagrams beneath the gate at different oxide (Al2O3) 
thicknesses 建墜掴 in HS1. (c) Comparison of the threshold voltage 撃痛朕 vs. 建墜掴 at different channel thicknesses 建頂朕. 

 
Fig. 5. (a) 撃痛朕 vs. Al mole fraction 捲長 at different oxide (Al2O3) thicknesses 建墜掴, while dashed lines show the 撃痛朕 predictions from Eq. (5). 
on-off current ratio 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁 is plotted against 撃痛朕 for HS1 in (b), and 】荊潮朝】 is plotted against 撃痛朕 in (c) as 捲長 is varied at different values 
of 建墜掴. 荊潮朝【荊潮庁庁 improves with a reduction in 撃痛朕, however the on-current also reduces as the device turns from D-mode to E-mode. 



 

 

 

 
Fig. 6. Variation in the energy band diagram for modified heterostructure (HS2) 
under the gate with a change in Al mole fractions in AlGaN cap.  

 
Fig. 7. 撃痛朕 vs. 建墜掴 (Al2O3) at different Al mole fraction 
in cap layer 捲頂銚椎. With a rise in 捲頂銚椎, behavior of 撃痛朕 
with 建墜掴 becomes opposite to that in HS1. 

 
Fig. 8. (a) Comparison of 撃痛朕 vs. Al mole fraction in cap 捲頂銚椎 at various oxide (Al2O3) thicknesses 建墜掴, in HS2 (b) on-current vs. 捲頂銚椎 at 
different Al mole fraction in AlGaN barrier layer 捲長 in HS2, and (c) on-off current ratio with respect to 捲頂銚椎 at different 捲長 in HS2. 

 
Fig. 9. (a) Comparison of 撃痛朕 vs. Al  mole frac. in barrier 捲長 at different Al mole frac. in cap 捲頂銚椎 in HS2, dashed lines are the 撃痛朕 predictions 
from Eq. (6). (b) 】荊潮朝】 vs. 撃痛朕 as 捲長 is varied at different 捲頂銚椎 in HS2, green arrows mark the directions along which both 】荊潮朝】 and 】撃痛朕】 
increase, (c) 】荊潮朝】 vs. 撃痛朕 along one of such directions, where 捲頂銚椎 is varied as な┻ぱ捲長 伐 ど┻にの, at different Al2O3 thicknesses 建墜掴 in HS2. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of transfer characteristics 
between two p-channel MOSHFETs employing 
heterostructure 1 (HS1) and heterostructure 2 (HS2). 

 


